
Make Me Yellow Will Continue to Offer
“Simpsonize Me” Service on 2021
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The team at Make Me Yellow is excited to

announce that they will continue offering

their “Simpsonize Me” services in 2021

MIAMI, FLORIDA, UNITED STATES, July

1, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Make Me

Yellow launched their "Simpsonize Me"

services in 2012, and while the

company is not affiliated with the

wildly popular show The Simpsons,

Make Me Yellow’s team of artists can

take a single picture of a person and

transform it into a Simpsonized

cartoon character.

Make Me Yellow has seen such success

that it recently launched a Gold

Membership program to reward Gold

Members with exclusive discounts, free

backgrounds, and free accessories for

life.

Customers get started by selecting a

package, which hinges upon the

number of people they’ll be

Simpsonizing. Once the customer has completed payment, the Make Me Yellow team gets to

work. Customers can also opt to choose from a list of 61 backgrounds (extra charges apply),

including the fair, the market, Burns’ office, the church, Springfield park, Moe’s bar, and many

more. When customers choose a package that includes a background, they automatically
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achieve Gold Member status and earn lifetime benefits.

The standard turnaround time is 5 to 7 days, so customers

have plenty of time to get their simpsonize artwork in time

for the Christmas holidays. In addition, Make Me Yellow
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offers unlimited revisions until customers are 100% satisfied. Final artwork is delivered in a

premium quality JPEG file, and editable vector files can be sent upon request. 24-48 rush hour

requests can be accommodated per request.

Make Me Yellow looks forward to working with people through the 2019 holidays. More

information can be found at https://makemeyellow.photos/.
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